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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The house has two and one half stories and is of the two chimney type,
four rooms to a floor with a hallway crossing the house from front to
back leaving two rooms and a chimney on either side. Thus there are
eight rooms to the main house plus an additional room obtained by
partitioning off part of the second story. Although the house has
a pleasant situation on a hill slope over looking Middletown and
the Connecticut River Valley, noise from the traffic on Route 66
which passes the house on one side is an intrusion which lowers the
quality of the present environment.
The original building had a gambrel roof, which has now been replaced
by a gable roof with the addition of dormers with casement windows. Of
the windows which are- with one exception of two sashes of twelve lights
each, two still retain their original frame with pedifflsnfcs. The
window over the front door is shorter than the others, and the space
between it and the door is filled with an elaborate Connecticut Valley
broken scroll pediment which is a replacement for the missing original
The door frame has fluted pilasters with pedestals, above the necks
of the pilasters are carded rosettes (Jacobean roses). The house
has a leanto behind the southwest portion and has two ells of later
date and only limited interest.
The front hall extends at its full width right through to the back or
garden door, and contains the main staircase on the left. The newel
post is excellent, consisting of reverse whorls, one within the other,
set on a more than ample base, elaborately carved. These stairs go
straight up to a square landing where they half turn (i.e. a right
angle) to the right one step below the level of the second story hall.
The rear of the upper hall is partitioned off on the line of the rear
of the landing, making a room to which access is obtained by a door
opening into the northwest chamber. Throughout the house the framing is
cased and shows in corner posts in all the rooms and in the posts in
the north and south walls, ' he summers in the four front rooms run
north and south, and with their casing show three or four inches below
the ceiling. There are no summers in the four back rooms,
but little more than half as deep as those in front. The c<
stairway and three of the first floor rooms are wainscoate;
ed panelling, and the fireplace ends in all the eight rooy
in whole or in part, all this panelling being painted,
cornice is found in about half the rooms, and that of th<
on the second floor is very large.
The northeast ground floor room is the most elaborate in
pine panelled walls, cornice and its sumner beam are painted^
cedar graining in a rich shade of cedar rose with stripes of deep~mapTeyellow for contrast, while the fluted pilasters which flank the fireplace
are marbleized in grayish-green with olive green veinjbng and the moulding
which surrounds the fireplace opening is painted a still darker green.
On the panel over the fireplace is painted a landscape framed in a bold
moulding which shows an Italian scene with classic ruin in the foreground.
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The Seth Wetmore House

The whole is painted in the manner of Claude Lorraine. Tshetfireplace jambs
although apparently of brick, are in reality of a large sandstone each,
chiselled to imitate courses of brick, and the same is the case in the
southeast and northwest rooms. To the left of the fireplace is a beautiful
set in cupboard of three shelves flanked by fluted pilasters. Above all is
a fine shell top and below a double door closet. The shell top is painted
to ressemble a sunrise with successive color changes to effect the transformation of the deep orange hue at its center to deep olive at its outer edge.
The only window seats in the house are at the two front windows M this
room. At these windows the inside panelled shutters fold into the wall.
Shutters like these, at the north window of this room, and at all three
windows of the southeast room, fold against the wall. None of the other
rooms have window shutters.
The southeast first floor room is less elaborate, the panelling being lower
and the corner cupboard much simpler. The cellar bulkhead is under the
south window of this room. The rear rooms on the first floor have simply
wall cupboards set in panelling. The brick oven is in the southwest first
floor room, which was accordingly the original kitchen.
The original connections between the front and back rooms were the passageways between the chimneys and the north and south exterior walls. By the
removal of doors and partitions, three of these passageways have become part
of their respective rear rooms, that on the north side of the second floor
alone remaining as a closet. The front rooms are as stated elsewhere, much
larger than the rear rooms, the back walls being but little forward of the
middle of the house. Accordingly almost the whole bulk of the ehiameys and
passageways is in the back of the house, and although some changes have
occurred in spaces which were formerly occupied by the oven, closets, etc.
these spaces have never been incorporated with the rooms.
T'his description is taken for the most part directly from the
December 1914 Bulletin of the Society for the Preservation of New England
AntiquitieSa for the house has not been altered in any notablfe way since
that time. Some interpolations of fact and description have been made in
paragraphs one and two and in the description of the northeast room, some
details of which were taken from Nina Fletcher Little 1 s book, American
Decorative Wall Painting.
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The Wetmore house has both architectural and historical significance.
Its historical significance is tied to the history of the Wetmore
family. Mrs. Wetmore was sister to Jonathan Edwards, who along with
Timothy Dwight spent college vacations at the Wetmore house. Judge
Wetmore was a prominent citizen of Middletown. Pierpont Edwards and
Aaron Burr who were also relatives of the family studied law with the
judge. During the nineteenth century the family participated in the
movement for abolition of slavery. Family tradition has it that the
house was one of the stops in the underground railroad. Records and
photographs exist to show an adopted slave child, Cassiopeia, who
was purchased, freed, and raised by the family. The present owner,
an architectural historian at Wesleyan University, believes that the
area which exists behind certain paneled walls in the house was used
to conceal negroes who were hiding in the house.
However, although the family history of the Wetmore ! s is an intriguing
one the primary merit of the house lies in its interior: the northeast
room is^according to Nina Fletcher Little } unique in its preservation
of eighteenth century decoration. The shell cupboard is the only
original example of its kind and has been copied in restorations elsewhere. The mural is a puzzle with respect to its origins. Mrs. Little
attributes the original inspiration to imported wall paper designs:
Although obviously based on a foreign source, after the
manner of Claude Lorrain, the architectural details are
not accurate, and a certain naivete of manner leads one
to suspect the hand of an American provincial decorator
rather than that of a foreign-trained artist. Wallpaper
designs which included Roman ruins were brought out in
England by Jackson of Battersea about 1750, and such a
source, rathan than a more obvious derivation, may have
been the inspiration for panels such as this.
(American Decorative Wall Painting, p. 55)
However, family tradition claims they were executed, by an itinerant
Italian painter who visited this country shortly before the revolution.
Another possibility is that one of the French army officers imprisoned
in Middletown after their capture in the French and Indian war was the
painter.

Bulletin of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiouitie'
(December, 1914), pp. 7-11. ~~
—————————————————M———:
Nina Fletcher Little, American Decorative Wall Painting 1700 - 1850
Sturbridge, Mass. 1952, pp. 9, 10, 55 and 58.—————— ——————
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St at ement of §ignificance:__ Tjie Seth Wetmore House
Despite the fact that the origins of the mural are unknown the combination of
painted paneling, murals, and the inset cabinet with shell top,make this one
room unique. Mr. Green said that at a recent appraisal the estimated value
was given at $100,000, but that bec'ause he didn't wish to pay for the cost
of insuring the room for that amount that the estimated value that the
appraiser finally gave him was 865,000. The rest of the house, as the^
description suggests is remarkable in its own right although not the single
example of its kind.
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